1. Introduction

Fat grafting to the breast is not a new concept. It has been under consideration since the 19th century when pioneers attempted inserting bulk volumes of fat (Neuber, 1893, Czerny 1895). Interest in fat grafting was rekindled with the introduction of liposuction, which provided an easy and reliable source of fat. After a brief pause in evolution of breast fat grafting due to concerns over confounding radiologic findings, and risk of carcinogenesis, fat grafting is once again at the forefront of cosmetic and reconstructive breast surgery as these concerns are have become more manageable. The plastic surgery community has re-assessed its position and has called for further clinical and basic science research in this versatile technique. As discussed below, fat grafting is becoming an invaluable tool for breast reconstruction both for core reconstruction and as an ancillary technique after various procedures for breast reconstruction.

2. History

Given the aesthetic importance of preservation of the breast mound and easy availability of adipose tissue, it is only natural that the early beginnings of breast reconstruction and fat grafting are interlinked. Vincent Czerny, a German physician first described breast reconstruction by fat transfer (Czerny, 1895). This was not only a first breast reconstruction, but also one of the initial few attempts at autologous fat transfer (Neuber, 1893). Describing the case of a 41-year-old singer who required unilateral mastectomy for chronic interstitial mastitis and fibroadenoma, Czerny wrote:

"Since both breasts were very well developed, an unpleasant asymmetry, which would have resulted after removal of one breast, would have been a particular hindrance to her stage activity. Luckily the lady had a lipoma, larger than a fist in the right lumbar region. I decided, therefore, to use this for a reconstruction of the extirpated breast" (Goldwyn, 1978)

2.1 History of breast reconstruction

The history of breast reconstruction must follow the history of breast cancer surgery. As the various techniques for extirpative cancer cure evolved over the past century, the reconstructive strategies had to likewise evolve. Halsted, who was a pioneer in breast cancer
surgery, discouraged initial attempts at breast reconstruction. His teachings kept breast reconstruction from emerging as an option because he believed it could conceal local recurrence. (Halsted 1894, 1907, McGraw 1980, Losken and Jurkiewicz 2002). Therefore, many of the initial attempts at breast reconstruction took place in Europe. Ombredanne in France is credited with using the first muscle flap (a reflected pectoralis minor) to create a breast mound, whereas Tansini is credited with using a latissimus dorsi myocutaneous flap (Losken and Jurkiewicz, 2002). In the pre-antibiotic era, the use of prosthetic materials like polyvinyl sponges resulted in high complication rates (DeCholnoky, 1963).

In the post antibiotic era following World War II, the introduction of prosthetic materials like silicone implants ushered in a new era in breast reconstruction (Cronin and Gerow, 1963), and these received a wider acceptance after use of tissue expansion as an initial step after mastectomy (Radovan, 1982). Around the same time, with a better understanding of the vascular supply to the skin, microvascular techniques were developed and this resulted in re-introduction of the latissimus dorsi muscle flap for breast reconstruction (Schneider et al, 1977). This became a workhorse flap for a brief period of time, but had shortcomings like inadequate bulk of the muscle, often necessitating an underlying implant to fully reconstruct the breast volume. In addition, the donor site scar left on the back was significant. In 1982, Carl Hartrampf introduced the transverse rectus myocutaneous flap “TRAM” flap (Hartrampf, 1982). The TRAM flap with its many modifications is one of the most popular methods of autologous breast reconstruction today. Its donor site has an abdominoplasty scar, and there is often adequate soft tissue in the flap to reconstruct most defects. A major disadvantage of this flap is the sacrifice of the rectus muscle, which often results in donor site deformities such as muscle weakness, and abdominal wall hernias.

With further development of microsurgical techniques, perforator flaps became popular in the 1990s with development of DIEP and SGAP. Such flaps use the subcutaneous fat and skin of the TRAM flap, but obviate the need for the rectus to be harvested as the vascular pedicle. This procedure demands expertise in microsurgical techniques and is time consuming, requiring meticulous dissection of the donor vessels, and still leaves a donor site scar.

### 2.2 History of breast fat grafting

With the advent of liposuction in the 1980s, large amounts of unwanted fat could be removed from different body areas using small access incisions and a suction cannula. In this setting, fat grafting was re-introduced in the early ‘80s, pioneered by Mel Bircoll, who first described a series of fat transplantation for breast augmentation and reconstruction (Bircoll, 1987). Bircoll’s contribution to fat grafting, albeit impressive, was met with a considerable amount of criticism from the plastic surgery leadership, with the American Society of Plastic Surgeons (“ASPS”) releasing a position statement about the procedure in 1987. Plastic surgeons were essentially banned from attempting this technique (Snyderman, 1987). With all the concerns regarding the unknown risks of carcinogenesis and radiologic changes with fat grafting, the procedure was never adopted and fell into obscurity.

Some Europeans, undeterred by the American position, persisted and continued to push for the technique, though not for cosmetic augmentation. Emmanuel Delay in Lyon, France had begun using fat grafting to the breast for reconstruction as early as 2000 (Delay, 2009) and
Gino Rigotti in Verona, Italy also had a large series that he presented at the European of Aesthetic Plastic Surgeons in 2007 (Rigotti, 2007).

At the 2006 meeting of the American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery (ASAPS), Baker et al., presented a series of 20 patients augmented with a combination of external expansion and fat grafting (Baker, 2006). Using serial breast MRI and 3D volumetric analysis Baker documented a 180 ml augmentation with documented volumetric survival of the grafts. None of the women had difficult-to-interpret findings on the mammogram. At the latest update of this prospective clinical trial, with over 40 women followed up for at least 6 months and for an average of 30 months, there were still no issues with breast imaging or difficult to interpret masses.

In 2007, Coleman published his landmark review of 17 breast augmentation and reconstruction patients who were treated using autologous fat and were followed up with serial photography (Coleman and Saboeiro, 2007). The results were overall successful with maintenance of volume over 7-12 years of follow up. Coleman used serial grafting sessions instead of injecting large volumes in a single session in a pre-expanded recipient breast like Baker et al.

With the growing realization that with optimal technique, fat grafts to the breast have potential to survive long term and that the radiographic arguments behind the ASPS-imposed ban were no longer valid many surgeons across the world have started publishing their previously unpublished work (Khouri and Baker, 2002, Rigotti and Marchi, 2007, Gosset et al 2008)

3. Physiology of volume maintenance in fat transplantation

The physiology of fat grafting was initially studied scientifically in 1950 by Peer (Peer, 1950), who observed that isogenous fat grafts have a 100% resorption rate whereas autogenous fat grafts have a 45% resorption rate. It should be noted that Peer’s work preceded liposuction and he was using blocks of adipose tissue that were excised using open surgical techniques. Peer observed that the larger the graft transplanted, up to a point, the better the survival seemed to be. He postulated that there may be a critical element of micro-angiogenesis that occurs and once it does, perfusion could be re-established to the entire block of tissue. Tissue therefore needed to survive prior to this angiogenesis event, or the entire block would undergo necrosis. Peer postulated this ‘cell-survival theory’ to explain his findings, but this work was largely overlooked as the trends in plastic surgery at the time focused on skin and fascial flaps for soft tissue reconstruction.

Based partly on the initial work by Peer, there are two main theories explaining maintenance of volume after adipocytes are transplanted into recipient tissue. The “Diffusion/Angiogenesis” theory postulates that adipocytes survive by oxygen diffusion in the recipient site during the first 7-14 days following grafting, with eventual micro angiogenesis and the formation of a viable blood supply to the grafted cells. In this scenario, the transplanted adipocytes are envisioned as surviving the transplantation event in whole or in part, and constitute the volume maintenance that is observed clinically. Overcrowding or excessive interstitial pressure in the recipient site is thought to interfere with diffusion, which leads to cellular death, apoptosis and loss of graft volume. This accounts for the use of successful small graft volume (18 to 34 cc) that has been reported in breast reconstruction
where ancillary fat grafting has been used successfully for breast reconstruction of border-zone contour irregularities (Kanchwala, 2008). Smaller volumes of graft compared with the recipient-site volume capacity potentially result in maintenance of a physiologic interstitial pressure environment and a favorable surface-to-volume ratio of graft to recipient, improving oxygen diffusion in the early days after grafting. Just like in a skin graft, early trauma or shearing of the graft-recipient interface is thought to damage micro-angiogenesis and decrease graft survival.

A competing theory of graft volume maintenance is based on the experimental work of Morrison who demonstrated adipocyte proliferation and angiogenesis in a perforated hollow tube filled with a non-viable poly (D, L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) ("PLGA") sponge matrix which was implanted in the groin of rats (Dolderer et al, 2007). In the so-called "Morrison" (or better described as the "Scaffold") theory of volume maintenance post fat transplantation, all or most of the transplanted adult adipocytes are destined to die. Rather than survive to maintain volume, these dead cellular elements act as a non-viable matrix or scaffold, through which macrophages penetrate and through which recipient-site stem cell-mediated angiogenesis and adipogenesis occurs. Interestingly, Peer’s original 1950 “cell survival theory” postulated that human fat grafts disappeared completely a short time after transplantation and noted that “small autogenous multiple grafts had surviving portions that one year after transplantation appeared like normal fat tissue.”

Rather than choose between mutually exclusive theories, it is our belief that a third theory exists to explain volume maintenance after fat transplantation. According to the “Tandem” theory, some transplanted adipocytes survive by diffusion and receive a blood supply by eventual micro-angiogenesis, while others do not and act as a scaffold for recipient site cells to enter and remodel. Thus, both mechanisms are working in tandem in any given system.

4. Not all fat grafting is the same – Definition of mega-volume fat grafting

Early applications of fat grafting in breast reconstruction involved injection of small amounts of fat for contour correction or filling defects left after breast conservation therapy (Losken et al 2011, Rietjens et al 2011). However, there have been reports of complete breast reconstruction after mastectomy being accomplished by fat grafting with good results (Serra-Renom et al, 2011, Babovic, 2010, Fitoussi et al 2009, Delay et al 2010). The technique of fat grafting used in the face for nasolabial folds is different from the technique of fat grafting used to treat chronic wounds, or to reconstruct radiated mastectomy sites. What is apparent is that not all fat grafting can be lumped into one technique, as not all fat grafting is the same. Sometimes fat is required to only provide volume, whereas in other cases its use is more to supply a regenerative effect, as in the case of a chronic wound (Cervelli et. al, 2009). Therefore, we propose there are at least four separate categories of fat transplantation: high volume vs. low volume, and regenerative vs. non-regenerative, as depicted in Figure 1, below:

We define mega-volume fat grafting as transplantation of over 100 cc of processed fat for core volume projection replacement. In so doing, our technical strategies will cater to the demands of this large volume, mainly non-regenerative case.
5. From science to the operating room – Surgical variables in fat transplantation

Four clinical factors appear to have a significant effect on the survival of grafted fat cells:

1. Fat Harvesting
2. Fat Processing
3. Fat Grafting
4. Role of the Recipient Site

5.1 Fat harvesting

Cannulas: Diameter and Hole Size: Although it has been reported in a histological study that larger cannula sizes (6mm) harvest fat with better viability than with smaller cannulas (Erdim et al, 2009), viability in this report was measured using cell isolation and counting adipocytes with a haemocytometer. Such an experimental endpoint only represents the first step of a multi-stage procedure that must consider all stages, with the clinical endpoint being long-term (six months or greater) volume retention after transplantation into an animal host.

Smaller cannula sizes theoretically create less donor site trauma and allow for removal of smaller sized lobules of fat, which may improve flow characteristics and reduce trauma during re-injection. An important consideration besides cannula size is cannula hole size and number of holes. A 12-gauge cannula with 6-8 side holes 2x1 mm in size can extract a significant amount of fat despite its small caliber.
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Fig. 2. Varying negative pressure and hole size, the volume of fat flowing through cannulas (measured in cc of fat per 10 strokes) is efficient at 6-12 holes, even at lower negative pressures. (Data: courtesy of Roger Khouri, MD)

The summation of the surface area of the individual openings on a 12 gauge, 12-hole cannula approaches or exceeds the surface area of the opening of a classic 10 mm one-hole cannula, once used in the 1980s. The result is better tissue flow with less donor area trauma. Further, each hole selects for lobules of uniform small size, which are more likely to flow easily through the injection cannula during the grafting phase of the procedure, without the need for further processing or syringe transfers. The hole sizes on the aspiration cannula approach the size of the hole on the injection cannula, providing “equalization” of hole sizes for more efficient fat flow (see below under fat injecting).

Negative Pressure: The literature regarding the isolated effects of negative pressure suggests that adipocytes can be suctioned below 700 mm Hg without undue trauma (Shiffman, et al, 2001). Any claims of syringe suctioning being safer than machine suctioning should be carefully examined. While a standard liposuction machine can generate up to one atmosphere (760 mm Hg) of negative pressure, a 60 cc syringe connected to an in-line manometer can also generate nearly one atmosphere of negative pressure (Fig. 3). With regards to the effect of negative pressure on adipocyte viability, it is likely that absolute pressure and not the source of this pressure is the key variable in adipocyte trauma.

Location of Donor Fat: Animal studies have not demonstrated superior donor site fat based on anatomic location (Ullman et al, 2005), and clinically we have not observed anatomic location of the donor fat to be of significance in terms of volume retention. Although reports in the literature (Padoin et al, 2008) suggest the lower abdomen and inner thighs to be richer in the source of stem cells, this study used C-Kit expression as a proxy measurement for stem cells. C-Kit expression also measures lymphocytes and on this basis the conclusions of this paper are in question. In reality, what is more important to consider is the relative abundance and requirements of donor graft in each individual case, and the surgical plan should aim to avoid or minimize donor site deformities. It may turn out that that adipocyte cellular size, which varies in different body regions and also among different patients may be a more important variable than location per se. Larger cells have a higher likelihood of mechanical cell membrane damage during extraction, and it may be this variable of cell size relative to cannula hole-size that is more important than the specific area on the body used for harvest per se.
Fig. 3. A 60cc syringe can generate close to one atmosphere (30 in = 760 mm Hg) of negative pressure, dispelling the myth that syringe suction is “safer” than machine suction.

Another variable of unknown importance in fat harvesting remains the negative impact of air exposure (Kaufman et al, 2007). Despite its widespread mention, there is a paucity of scientific data quantifying the effect of air exposure on adipocyte viability (Aboudib et al, 1992). Techniques of fat processing range from drying fat on Telfa Rolls (high air exposure), to completely closed systems employing intravenous tubing, three way stopcocks and IV bags for collection.

5.2 Fat processing

Peer’s cell survival theory of grafted en bloc fat dates back over 50 years and suggests that the number of calls transplanted at the time of transplantation may correlate with the ultimate fat graft survival volume (Peer, 1950). After Ilouz’s breakthrough application of liposuction (Ilouz, 1983), fat became available in a fragmented form. The cell survival theory of solid fat transplantation may have influenced the use of high-speed centrifugation as a potential strategy for effective fat grafting. Historically, the penchant for centrifugation may have arisen from the need to graft as much adipocyte biomass as possible into a limited space. Although centrifugation can process highly concentrated fat, there are potential problems associated with it when this technique is employed in megavolume fat grafting:

- The cells may be damaged due high G-forces (Kurita et al, 2008)
- It is a time and labor-consuming process
- High fat concentrations may cause clumping and more difficult flow during re-injection

One of the most confusing metrics in fat grafting is a lack of standardization when one discusses “percent yields”. Once fat is lipo-aspirated as donor graft there are an infinite number of different concentrations of adipocyte volume relative to non-adipocyte volume (blood, serum, crystalloid) that can be reached prior to grafting the recipient site. Unless the
concentration of adipocytes in the grafted material can be accurately measured and unless the process of fat concentration is standardized, one cannot reliably measure the percent of adipocyte volume that survived grafting. In an effort to move toward an acceptable technical standard and to allow for better comparison of volumetric data in clinical series, careful documentation of the following data should be performed in mega-volume fat grafting patients:

- Obtain a baseline mammogram of the breast
- Prior to expansion, objectively document breast volume (MRI, 3D imaging, or both)
- Document the process used for crystalloid separation (decanting, low speed centrifugation, high speed centrifugation)
- Document the volume of processed material grafted in cc
- Objectively document the post graft volume of the breast at 6 months or more (MRI, 3D imaging, or both)

Our strategy in mega-volume fat grafting is based on the concept of minimizing extracorporeal adipocyte time (“EAT”). Whichever theory of fat volume maintenance one believes is true, all should agree that excess time is detrimental for patient safety, cells, and lastly, surgeons. Therefore, we employ the large syringe technique to process 480 cc of fat in 2 minutes, which is the most efficient method of fat dehydration currently available.

5.3 Fat injecting and shape-modifying techniques

The selection of an injection cannula used in mega-volume fat grafting follows similar principles to those of harvesting. Small gauge cannulas theoretically reduce trauma to the breast recipient site, which potentially reduces the risks of bleeding, hematoma, and resultant poor graft oxygen diffusion. The hole size of the injection cannula should match closely with the hole sizes of the aspiration cannula. By matching hole sizes, the selected size of the harvested lobules of fat are more likely to flow easily through the injection cannula without blockage or undue resistance (Fig 4).
There are currently two methods of injecting fat in a manner that seeks to increase dispersion and surface to volume contact with the recipient site – the “Mapping” technique and the “Reverse Liposuction” technique. Despite using these different techniques, the authors’ independent long-term volume maintenance is essentially the same, each demonstrating an average increase in breast volume of 250 cc on average at six months by quantitative volumetric MRI imaging.

The Mapping Technique: Donor cells have the highest chance of survival with the technique that best ensures an even, three-dimensional dispersion of the fat. The mapping technique involves the use of small (3 cc-5 cc) syringes handheld and connected directly to a 16 Gauge blunt curved side-hole cannula. Markings are made in the recipient areas to aid in a systematic, diffuse and even injection of the entire recipient area. 8-10 circum-mammary and 4 circum-areolar entry points are usually made with a 14G hypodermic needle (Fig. 5). Through each entry point the 15-20 cm long cannula makes multiple tunnels that fan out radially and injects 1-2 cc of fat only upon axial withdrawal. The cannula is then inserted into another adjacent entry point and the fanning process is repeated to yield a 3-D weave that evenly crisscross and covers the recipient space.

Fig. 5. Markings for the Mapping Technique of Fat Injection. On the breasts, 8-10 circum-mammary and 4 circum-areolar needle puncture entry sites with radially fanning tunnels from each site provide a well-diversified insertion of the grafts.

Multiple levels of graft are deposited, deep from the base of the breast just above the pectoralis fascia, to the subcutaneous space immediately subjacent to the dermis. Direct injection of fat into the dense parenchyma of the breast is never performed. This technique is deliberate and exact but does take time. In addition, it requires the operator to deploy the plunger and withdraw the needle at the same time. Overall, the Mapping technique may be more suitable for surgeons beginning mega-volume fat grafting for breast augmentation because it is more exact and deliberate. For breast reconstruction, it is clearly beneficial,
especially in scarred areas caused by mastectomy and/or irradiation where a careful and
deliberate graft placement is necessary.

The “Reverse Liposuction” Technique: The reverse liposuction technique seeks to evenly
disperse the fat into the subcutaneous and non-breast parenchyma in as efficient a manner
as is possible. 6-8 needle insertions are made using a 14-gauge needle on the breast, along
the infra-mammary fold (“IMF”) and spaced 4-5 cm laterally toward the axilla. Using a
straight, 15 cm blunt side-hole, 16 gauge needle loaded directly onto 60 cc syringes, the fat
is injected using a controlled “to and fro” liposuction movement with constant light
depression on the plunger. With every pass of the needle the direction is changed slightly to
create a fanning pattern of vectors. This is repeated in each different insertion site and at
multiple planar levels from the base of the breast. The axillary insertion is also used to place
graft in the sub-muscular position and this approach is felt to be the safest method of
navigating the sub pectoral space. The rate of graft insertion in this technique should be 1-2
seconds per cc, which results in a 1-2-minute/60 cc of fat rate, or a 300 cc per breast grafting
session performed in 10-15 minutes on each breast. The Reverse Liposuction Technique is
more time efficient and can be utilized in cases where there is no internal breast scarring, no
dense adherence of skin to the chest wall, and where the breast is adequately expanded.
Hence, this technique might not be the best technique for breast reconstruction in an
irradiated breast. Another potential benefit of the reverse liposuction technique is that 60 cc
syringes generate lower maximum pressures than do 5 cc syringes, which generate higher
pressure. Therefore, if there is a blockage of flow along the insertion needle due to
clumping, this will occur at a lower pressure using a 60 cc syringe, with less potential
damage to the grafted cells and less likelihood of pushing the blockage through, creating a
bolus.

5.3.1 Breast shape modification using 3 dimensional ligamentous band release

Once the fat is grafted, the internal parenchyma is under higher pressure. Contour
irregularities due to internal ligamentous tethering can be manifest, especially seen at the
interface between the natural infra-mammary fold and the newly augmented breast mound.
A technique first described by Rigotti, who employed a pickle fork to release heavily scarred
recipient site radiated tissue, is used to release subcutaneous ligaments and scars in breast
augmentation and reconstruction with fat grafting. This technique is called three
dimensional ligamentous band release, or “Rigottomy”. 3D Ligamentous band release is a
powerful technique that can change breast shape. This technique, like meshing a two-
dimensional skin graft, releases contour deformities of the breast parenchyma in three
dimensions. Grafted fat immediately fills space created and the fat keeps distance between
the transected scar or band, so the scar or band does not reform.

5.4 The role of the recipient site in fat transplantation

Negative pressure on the breast prior to fat transplantation creates internal expansion of the
breast parenchyma by drawing in more fluid, creating an edema-like state, and by
increasing the size and caliber of blood vessels. The authors postulate that non-surgical pre-
operative expansion of the breast recipient site enhances fat grafting results by five main
effects:
Bigger potential spaces available for overall volume of graft;

Reduces the demand on adipocytes to act as internal expanders, resulting in undue pressure;

Augments tension on internal constrictions and scars, so breast shape can be addressed;

Variables that are time consuming (e.g. centrifugation) become less demanding;

Angiogenesis effect may increase recipient site oxygen tension and lead to better graft take.

The VAC® device has markedly improved outcomes in many types of difficult open wounds by clearance of bacteria and reduction in fluid volume (Saxena et al, 2007). In open wounds, micromechanical forces such as negative pressure elicit tissue deformation forces that stretch individual cells, thereby promoting proliferation in the wound microenvironment. The application of micromechanical forces on cells has been demonstrated as a useful method with which to stimulate wound healing through the promotion of cell division, angiogenesis, and local elaboration of growth factors (Saxena et al, 2004, 2007). The deforming forces of the VAC® device are consistent with this mechanism of action and are similar to the negative pressure exerted on the breast when BRAVA pre-expansion is used. Pre-expansion to the breast may therefore be more than just “increasing space”. Negative pressure therapy to the breast may demonstrate similar effects of angiogenesis, cell division, and up-regulation of growth factors in the breast recipient site.

For small graft volumes (100 ml or less), pre-expansion is not a pre-requisite as much as it is for breast augmentation, as it does not result in high interstitial pressures, as the capacity of the recipient site can receive such a small volume with relative ease.

6. Surgical technique

Fat grafting for breast augmentation or reconstruction does not begin with surgery. Proper patient selection and motivation for use of the external expansion device, and finally education as to the unknown potential risks of fat grafting and the need for staged procedures is essential to success. A breast reconstruction from a mastectomy takes 3-4 sessions of fat grafting spaced 4 months apart; if the patient has had radiation the number of sessions is increased to 4-5. Patients must be counseled prior to initiating the process that this is a long reconstructive effort in which the patient plays an active (pre-expansion) role.

Following proper patient selection, patients undergo three weeks of pre-operative external expansion using the BRAVA device. The device is worn during awake hours, usually in the evenings after work, as night-time use proves ineffective because the device detaches during sleep. Patients are encouraged to expand 6-8 hours a day and are checked regularly in the office to monitor their progress. The use of 3-D imaging aids in the qualitative measurement of progress or the lack thereof. A 2-3 fold increase in volume of the breast mound or breast is sought prior to grafting (Fig. 6 & 7).

Preoperatively, the patient is initially marked for areas to be suctioned, and the breasts are marked circumferentially for areas of proposed needle insertions. Any constricted areas are outlined for planned release using a percutaneous needle. Markings are placed at 8-10 proposed sites, circumferentially around the breast.
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Fig. 6. 18-year-old patient with absence of left breast following tumor excision as an infant. This patient would be a poor candidate for prosthesis, as a breast implant could never match the natural breast on the right. A complex flap like a TRAM would leave a significant donor site deformity, and the patient does not have excess abdominal fat. In addition, she may be considering child bearing making an abdominal muscle closure less attractive. Note the lack of left breast parenchyma and skin, with decreased clavicle to nipple-areolar distance.

Fig. 7. Preoperative external pre-expansion for reconstruction of the left breast. The patient wore the BRAVA device 6-8 hours a day for three weeks. Note the increased volume, and the increased skin as the left nipple areola complex is almost even with the right.

Liposuction is performed using a 12-gauge multi-hole (9-12 hole) cannula. Smaller cannula sizes lead to less subcutaneous tissue trauma, faster recovery, and smaller fat lobules, which result in better fat flow and less clumping. Multiple holes lead to more efficient and faster fat removal. Our collection technique is as follows:
Using a sterile “in-line” container, fat is aspirated at 2/3 to 3/4 of an atmosphere (500-600 mm Hg) suction by attaching a sterile clear collection canister to a standard vacuum machine off the sterile field. A 3 mm 9 hole cannula with a wide handle and ribbed connector end is used to attach to the liposuction tubing. Maximal negative machine pressures are avoided when using this technique and vaporization of the fat (“boiling” appearance) in the collection canister is to be avoided at all costs. This technique initially collects the fat into 1200 cc canisters and can be performed with existing equipment used in an operating room (Figure 8).

Fig. 8. “In line method” of fat collection in mega volume fat transplantation. A sterile plastic canister on the field collects the fat and is in line with the liposuction machine canister (shown in red). No fat should be lost to the non-sterile canister.

Ideally, fat should be processed so as to separate blood, infiltration fluid, and cell debris from healthy adipocytes with minimal trauma. Once the fat is collected, we use the following method for removing unwanted crystalloid:

“Large Syringe” Method: Several in-line collection canisters are used during the machine liposuction. (Figure 9, a-e). Every time a canister is full, a new canister replaces it. The canisters containing the lipoaspirate (a) are then allowed to stand for 10 minutes allowing
fat to separate from crystalloid. This fat is then drawn up into 60 cc syringes (b) directly from the collection canister, and placed in a mega volume centrifuge (c). Additional low-G force centrifugation of these 60 cc syringes then removes an additional 20% crystalloid (d,e).

Fig. 9. “Large Syringe” method of fat processing. Fat that appears to be pure fat after decanting at 1G (a,b) actually still has considerable (20%) amounts of crystalloid, that can be efficiently removed in minutes using a low-G force hand cranked sterile centrifuge (c). Before (d) and after (e) centrifugation, demonstrating the extraction of unwanted fluid and blood.
If the recipient site has been pre-expanded for complete breast reconstruction, then the emphasis on hyper-concentrated fat, separated at 1300G is unnecessary. This is because over-expansion of the recipient site affords the opportunity to inject less concentrated fat. This less concentrated fat is theoretically less traumatized, flows better, disperses better because it is less concentrated, and finally takes less operative time and manpower to process. These are the essential elements of the large syringe technique. We have focused on effective expansion of the recipient site and an efficient timely procedure, and have shifted our focus away from hyper concentrated fat and from “over-correction”, because of resultant overcrowding, interstitial hypertension, and volume capacity limitations leading to subsequent fat necrosis.

Once the fat is separated from unwanted crystalloid, injection into the breast begins. Injections are performed using 15 cm “Coleman” (Mentor Incorporated, Santa Barbara, California) side hole needle. We employ the so-called “Reverse Liposuction” technique (Fig 10). If fat has been harvested and collected using the “In Line” machine and Large Syringe techniques, the fat is already in 60 cc syringes. These syringes are simply loaded onto the Coleman needle and injected into the breast. Multiple insertion holes are employed in a pattern around the breast periphery and in the areas that require volume for symmetry. Insertions along the medial upper quadrant are generally avoided to reduce the possibility of pigmented large needle scars, as this is the part of the breast often seen in low cut clothing. Transplanting fat for augmentation or reconstruction is an iterative process, with surgical artistry and judgment about how much fat and where to inject the fat being based on a continually changing breast as the procedure evolves. Knowing where to graft, when to stop, and how to release bands to effect shape change become the knowledge and skill of the fat grafting surgeon.

![Fig. 10. Reverse liposuction technique used in breast fat transplantation. (Left) In this setup, an assistant applies syringe pressure via connected intravenous extension tubing. An alternative is for the surgeon to hold the syringe directly connected to the infusion cannula. (Right) Grafting using the Reverse Liposuction Technique along needle sticks in the infra-mammary crease.](image)

7. Post operative care

In the first 24 hours post grafting there is no external compression or negative pressure used. Patients are placed in standard girdles as for routine liposuction. Beginning at 24-48
hours after grafting, patients are placed into BRAVA domes, which are placed under low suction for a period of 14-21 days. The use of BRAVA in the postoperative period may act as a splint to protect the graft and may aid in volume maintenance by continued stimulation of the recipient site.

Fig. 11. Before (left) and after (right) reconstruction of the left breast. This patient received 300cc of transplanted fat. Her result is stable at 3 years postop.

8. The emerging role of fat grafting in breast reconstruction

Due to the wide availability of donor fat, ease of collection and minimal morbidity associated with liposuction, fat grafting has the potential to become a versatile tool in breast reconstruction. A review of the literature reveals there are a growing number of published reports on the use of fat grafting in breast reconstruction after surgery for breast cancer. While some of them are case reports (Del Vecchio 2009, Babovic 2010, Delay 2010, Panettiere 2011, Fitoussi 2009), a considerable number describe their experience with 40 or more patients (Spear 2005, Serra-Renom 2010, Sinna 2010, Rietjens 2011, Losken 2011, Missana 2007, Delay 2008, Panettiere 2009, Kanchwala 2009).

In 2005, Spear et al published one of the initial studies about the use of fat grafting in breast reconstruction. This study reported results of 37 small-volume cases (six patients bilateral) for small border zone cosmetic irregularities after reconstructive breast surgery (25 implant reconstructions, 17 transverse rectus abdominis muscle (TRAM) reconstructions, one TRAM and implant reconstruction). The average injected volume was relatively small (116 ml) and these cases were not intended for reconstruction of core volume. The complication rate of 8.5% (cellulitis and oil cysts) at a mean follow up of 15 months is manageable, with 85% of patients realizing some satisfactory result.

Similar findings were reported by Missana et al in 2007 when they published their experience with small volume non-core fat grafting in 69 patients (74 injections) for revision of border zone defects following flap reconstruction or for defects following lumpectomy.
The average volume injected was 67–77 ml for breast conservation therapy and between 140-300 ml for implant and autologous flap reconstruction revisions. These cases must be distinguished from core volume reconstructions. In addition, they did not use pre-expansion and therefore these cases required multiple injection sessions. 86.5% of patients were deemed to have good or very good results. The rate of fat necrosis was 7.4%.

In addition to using fat simply as a filler, the regenerative work of Rigotti et al (2007) demonstrated a significant reversal in radiation damage after fat grafting in 20 patients. Fat, not acting simply as a filler, appeared to have a regenerative effect on the reversal of the radiation fibrosis and scarring. All the patients’ LENT SOMA scores improved from 3-4 to 0-1. (LENT SOMA is a scale developed to have an objective assessment of post-radiation skin changes like degree of retraction or atrophy, edema, ulceration, telangiectasia, post-radiation fibrosis, arm lymphedema, skin sensation and pigmentation change). The number of procedures ranged from 1-6 with most patients needing 2-3 procedures. The volume injected varied between 60-80 cc in each injection. The mean follow up was 30 months and they reported no complications. This study used hyper concentrated fat for grafting and attributed the radiation damage reversal to the angiogenic potential of adipose derived stem cells (ADSC), which reside in natural fat.

Panettiere et al. reported similar improvement in radiation damage using fat grafting in 2009 (Panettiere et al, 2009). Their study population addressed 62 patients (20 active, 42 controls) who had undergone mastectomy, radiation and implant reconstruction. Fat grafting once again, was used as an ancillary technique to smooth border zone defects or to treat radiation damaged tissue. These patients did not undergo pre-expansion and had relatively tight, small-capacity recipient sites. The mean number of fat grafting sessions performed on each reconstructed breast was 3.4 with an average volume of 24.5 ml of autologous fat injected in each session. LENT SOMA scores improved in all patients in the intervention group and capsular contractures were downgraded as well. They reported no complications.

Delay et al (2008) reported extremely high patient satisfaction scores after using fat grafting to treat the sequelae of breast conservation therapy (lumpectomy and radiation) in 42 patients. Delaporte et al (2009) used fat grafting to reconstruct mastectomy defects in 15 patients. Average volume injected was 600 ml over 3 sessions. They reported good patient satisfaction scores as well.

The overwhelming theme in all of these studies is that small volume fat grafting for border zone defects and for radiation damage can be successfully performed in the absence of pre-expansion, especially when fat is hyper-concentrated, small volumes (less than 100cc) are used, and fat is transplanted in serial sessions. This is distinctly different from mega volume fat grafting for core volume replacement, which we employ as a first-line treatment for breast reconstruction. Such findings support our previously stated contention that not all fat grafting is the same, and must be stratified along a matrix of volume and regenerative demands at the recipient site.

Despite the large number of patient series of breast reconstruction patients receiving small amounts of fat as a final touch for achieving better aesthetic outcomes, there are few reports of “core volume” breast reconstruction being done exclusively by fat grafting (Del Vecchio,
2009, Babovic 2010, Delay et al 2010, Panettiere et al 2011, Fitoussi et al 2009). Because in all but one of these reports pre-expansion was not used and one begins with an absent breast mound or a thinned mastectomy skin flap, there are recipient site capacity issues in these cases and these operations often require more than 3 sessions.

9. Controversies and future directions

9.1 Sequelae of fat transplantation and cancer surveillance

As early as Lyndon Peer’s work in fat grafting (Peer, 1950), it is a clinically accepted reality that not all that maintains volume following fat grafting represents viable adipocytes. Peer in fact stated his estimated 45% resorption rate was due to a combination of apoptosis and necrosis that subsequently lead to fibrosis, oil cysts and calcification. Legitimate concerns over these sequelae served as the cause for fat grafting’s dismissal from the plastic surgery community through the ASPRS 1987 position paper on the subject. The paper stated:

“The committee is unanimous in deploining the use of autologous fat injection in breast augmentation. Much of the injected fat will not survive, and the known physiological response to necrosis of this tissue is scarring and calcification. As a result, detection of early breast carcinoma through xerography and mammography will become difficult and the presence of disease may go undiscovered.” (ASPRS, 1987).

Breaking down the ASPRS statement into two parts, one can, in 2011, address each of them with a more evidence-based approach than was merely expert opinion in 1987:

We really still not know how much of the injected fat survives, and there is no good accurate method to do so. Proponents of the scaffold theory do not believe any of the fat survives. In 2011, detection of early breast cancer can easily be distinguished from fat necrosis and oil cysts. In fact, the radiographic changes after fat grafting to the breast are no different than those after other conventional and well-accepted breast surgery (Pierrefeu-Lagrange et al, 2006, Coleman and Saboeiro, 2007, Gosset et al, 2008, Zheng et al, 2008, Veber et al, 2011).

The answer to addressing radiographic sequelae of fat grafting, perhaps, lies in a risk-adjusted approach to classifying radiographic findings after breast fat grafting (Del Vecchio, 2011). The ASPS revised their position on fat grafting and their new policy statement reads:

“Based on a limited number of studies with few cases, there appears to be no interference with breast cancer detection; however, more studies are needed to confirm these preliminary findings” (Level IV, V evidence) (Gutowski, 2009)

9.2 Neoplastic potential

The role of adipose-derived stem cells (ADSC) in wound healing has been described (Kim et al, 2007) and may have clinical use in treating radiation injury to irradiated breast tissue. Although this has been attributed to the secretion of angiogenic factors by human adipose stromal cells (Rehman et al, 2004), the naked truth is we really do not currently have a clear mechanism of action for this clinical observation. Some bone marrow derived stem cells, when placed into animal cancer models, appear to accelerate the growth of the underlying...
cancer (Liu et al, 2011). This observation cannot however, be translated to the risk of natural fat and their inherent concentration of adipocyte derived stem cells initiating breast cancer.

Women have a 1 in 8 risk of being affected by breast cancer in their lifetime. There is no evidence to date that this incidence is any greater in women who have had fat injected into all or part of their breasts. Although proxies for long-term carcinogenic effects on fat grafting and breast cancer have been reported in patients following breast cancer treatment with or without subsequent fat grafting (Delay et al, 2009), these are not prospective studies of a normal population of women with or without fat transplantation over many years, which is what will be necessary to fully answer the carcinogenesis question. To date, there appears to be no increased risk but it is too early to draw any conclusions. Therefore, in 2011, the use of fat grafting to the breast for reconstruction or for augmentation should include a thorough discussion of the unknown risk of fat causing breast cancer, and this discussion should be made clear with the patient and be well documented in the medical record.

10. Conclusion

Fat grafting to the breast has rapidly evolved as a safe technique with a wide range of applications in breast reconstructive surgery. There is still a lack of standardization in the techniques used, but trends towards time management and simplification of technique are appearing. Standardization in mammography imaging and reading in the fat-grafted breast is expected to improve and ease concerns over calcifications and oil cysts being misread as cancer, reducing the risk of unnecessary biopsies.

At this point of time, its technically simpler and lower-risk indication is for contour correction in conjunction with other reconstructive operations. However, it can be exclusively used for breast reconstruction for core volume projection, obviating the need for an initial core volume strategy that eventually requires fat transplantation for correction in the majority of cases.
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Breast reconstruction is a fascinating and complex field which combines reconstructive and aesthetic principles in the search for the best results possible. The goal of breast reconstruction is to restore the appearance of the breast and to improve a woman’s psychological health after cancer treatment. Successful breast reconstruction requires a clear understanding of reconstructive operative techniques and a thorough knowledge of breast aesthetic principles. Edited by Marzia Salgarello, and including contributions from respected reconstructive breast plastic surgeons from around the world, this book focuses on the main current techniques in breast reconstruction and also gives some insight into specific topics. The text consists of five sections, of which the first focuses on the oncologic aspect of breast reconstruction. Section two covers prosthetic breast reconstruction, section three is dedicated to autogenous breast reconstruction, and section four analyzes breast reconstruction with a fat graft. Finally, section five covers the current approaches to breast reshaping after conservative treatment.
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